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About This Game

Since the press discovered multi-billionaire Bob Slayer’s best kept secret, the illegal Glacier Races, there are more applications
than ever before for this deadly, crazy 5d3b920ae0
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This game is so horrible not only does it refuse to be played, but it forced me to restart my computer after locking it up!. Ok
just wanna tell you one thing . don't buy it . why cause its not worth it at all this game should be free Graphic - don't expect
anything fancy its pretty much awful graphic for its year (ALSO the settings dosen't have anything except to change volume of
music and Fx ) Gameplay - It's nothing to be excited about (AI are stuped as Fk) there's no difficult settings (how i noticed) . oh
and one more thing Story mode . isn't even a Fking story , pretty much its just a normal racing mode + you can finish story in
about 35-40 min! controls - . as i said , "the settings dosen't have anything except to change volume of music and Fx " . soo here
comes question "But How do we know what are controls??" . " is there tutoiral " answer :NOPE you just have to find out
yourself what are the controls. thats pretty much i have to say about this game . should you buy it ?? Answer: OF COURSE
NOT better find it somewhere for free.. There is no Manual, no option to see Controls (Key Bindings) in the game's menu. Ugly
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graphics, absurd physics. I like such kind of games very much. For example, I like very much the game "Gas Guzzlers
Extreme", though the "GGE" has its own defects, but I really enjoy "Gas Guzzlers Extreme". It's a pity that there are too little
such games. And I wish more games of such type but of HIGH QUALITY. "Glacier 3: The Meltdown" is the worst game of
such sort.. Played 8 minutes, now seriously wanting to commit suicide.. At least it runs at 60fps.. Here do you have a little
gameplay of the first minutes of the game :) All in all it is ok for a funny trash game and if it is -75% than you can spend your
money in this game :P Link: www.youtu.be/SBlAmP1vT7A. this game is quite a lot similar to Crazy Kart which was a very
popular game on Zapak.com but no longer available. After reading the reviews for this game I thought I had to try this game out
for myself. This game is bad, pretty bad. The story mode has no story. You have to figure out the controls by yourself, there is
no way to configure the keys and the mouse does absolutely nothing at all. It can't even be used to adjust the view while you're
driving. The physics is non existent and it makes you press the enter key on screens that have no real purpose except to slow you
down. If this game was made in 2000 I could understand it's UI but for a 2010 game. On the positive side, the music isn't too
bad and the graphics look alright, like a gamecube era game with sharp graphics. The gameplay is like super mario kart where
you race along picking up mystery boxes and try to shoot/bomb/ram the other competitors out of the way. The game also runs at
144fps and has zero lag and loading times. It's a pity - this game could have been a great game if they had used common sense
101 in the UI and put in a physics engine. But as a game that came out in 2010, don't expect any updates coming out anytime
soon. I'm glad I didn't have to pay for this game.
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